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Indonesia’s central bank extends pause
as currency steadies
Bank Indonesia has left the policy rate untouched at 5.75%

Indonesia's central
bank governor Perry
Warjiyo

5.75% Bank Indonesia policy rate

As expected

No surprises
Bank Indonesia (BI) kept policy rates unchanged at 5.75% today, as expected, against the
backdrop of moderating price pressures and a stabilising currency. Both headline and core inflation
have slowed since peaking late last year, allowing the central bank to pause at its meeting last
February. BI expects the global recovery to continue, retaining its 2.6% year-on-year growth
forecast. The central bank also retained growth expectations for the domestic economy
(4.5-5.3%YoY) with the recovery driven by consumption, investment outlays and a robust trade
sector. 

Meanwhile, the recent appreciation spell of the Indonesian rupiah (IDR) bodes well for BI’s fight to
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lower inflation, and the central bank expects headline inflation to return to target earlier than
previously forecast. 

BI extends pause for third consecutive meeting

Source: Badan Pusat Statistik and Bank Indonesia

BI edging closer to a pivot?
The central bank opted to pause again today but current trends point to a potential shift in tone
from Governor Perry Warjiyo over the coming months. Inflation has continued to moderate with
the core measure right below the midpoint of the central bank’s policy band. Meanwhile, the IDR is
currently outperforming regional peers on renewed foreign inflows to the bond market. Against
this backdrop, our base case would be for Warjiyo to extend his pause until the third quarter before
carrying out rate cuts to help support the ongoing economic recovery. 

However, should inflation slow at a more pronounced pace, the IDR maintain its stability and
domestic growth prospects dim, we could see the BI bringing forward its rate cut timing to the late
second quarter.      
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